Our Mission
Support access to clinical trials

How More Moments More Memories helps cancer patients and their caregivers.

Grant Recipient and Trial Location Map

MMMM has awarded grants to patients from 10 states traveling to oncology clinical trials at the following institutions:

- California: Sarcoma Oncology Center
- Connecticut: Yale New Haven Hospital
- Illinois: Cancer Treatment Centers of America, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, University of Chicago
- Iowa: University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
- Massachusetts: Dana Farber Cancer Institute
- Missouri: Siteman Cancer Center
- New York: Mt. Sinai Hospital
- Texas: MD Anderson, Houston Methodist Hospital

“The More Moments More Memories Foundation is an amazing source of hope and assurance for cancer patients and their caregivers to access treatment innovations.”
Dr. Keith Goldstein, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Oncology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis
Story of Impact

This year, the More Moments More Memories Foundation awarded over $25,000 in grants to help people access cancer clinical trials with their caregivers at their side. One of our grants helped Wendy, who was diagnosed with an aggressive type of multiple myeloma in 2016. Commonly used therapies didn’t work, and in 2017, she qualified for a stem cell transplant, which was followed by a nine month remission. By April 2018, her cancer became active again. In early 2019, she qualified for Car-T Cell therapy in a clinical trial in New York City, nearly 2,000 miles from home. Wendy’s husband and caregiver, Dennis, shared:

“More Moments More Memories was there for us. We received a grant from MMMM that made it financially possible for us to be patients in the clinical trial. After staying at the hospital for more than two months following the procedure, we traveled to NYC throughout the year. The trial has been magnificent. Wendy now has no traceable cancer. It could not have been done without your financial travel-related blessing. Being with Wendy at every turn whether the hospital, countless meetings with doctors, or painful bone biopsies has been immeasurable and satisfying. The support from MMMM took away lots of the potential stress for the amount of travel we have done, and the huge financial cost. Things like this are crucial for healing from cancer. MMMM has been an invisible advocate for every turn of every corner.”

$3,640
Average MMMM grant award

54
Average age of an MMMM grant recipient

787
Average miles traveled one way from MMMM patient home to trial site

Donors and Special Thanks

Thank you to our donors for gifts totaling over $200,000. Your generosity provides hope to those who need it most.
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Grants

To request financial support for a cancer patient in need who has been referred to a clinical trial for a potentially life-saving treatment by a physician, visit: www.MoreMomentsMoreMemories.org. The financial assistance supports expenses such as travel, lodging, and meals for a cancer patient to participate in a clinical trial and for their caregiver to be by their side.

Give

To make a gift to the More Moments More Memories Foundation, please visit www.MoreMomentsMoreMemories.org or send a contribution to the address listed under “Contact.” Checks can be made payable to the More Moments More Memories Foundation. In addition to monetary gifts, our host foundation, the Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque, allows us to accept gifts of appreciated assets such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, grain, or livestock by emailing moremoments@dbqfoundation.org. We also invite you to consider a donation of airline miles or hotel points. Please email moremoments@dbqfoundation.org to inquire about our need.

Contact


Follow More Moments More Memories Foundation on Facebook and LinkedIn

Phone: 563-588-2700
Email: moremoments@dbqfoundation.org
Mail: Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque
Attn: More Moments More Memories Foundation
700 Locust Street
Ste. 195
Dubuque, IA 52001